Vice-Chairman Barnes: anyone with concerns I urge them to come to the meeting on May 10, 2018 or send a representative from your neighborhood; important everyone is heard; please stop in.

Selectman Griffin: Nancy has done an outstanding job and the board has worked to try to make this happen.

2. Acceptance of Two Salt Marsh Parcels Gifted to the Conservation Commission

Town Manager Welch: under RSA 36A:4.1 gifts may be made to the Conservation Commission of land and require approval of the local governing body by statute; these 2 parcels were gifted by the individuals who owns them; recommendation is to approve the gift.

Selectman Woolsey MOTIONED to APPROVE the Acceptance of Two Salt Marsh Parcels Gifted to the Conservation Commission SECONDED by Selectman Griffin.

VOTE: 4-0-0

3. Add to all Fire Lanes Designations “No Parking” & “Tow Zone”

Town Manager Welch: periodically we receive complaints that there are folks who are parking in fire lanes, in order to solve that problem, we have to at least have the enforcement power and if we add the no parking in tow zone to all the fire lanes then we have the enforcement power to stop you from doing that; have right to put ticket and tell them we are going to tow them if they continue to park there.

Selectman Griffin MOTIONED to APPROVE the Adding to all Fire Lanes Designations “No Parking” & “Tow Zone” SECONDED by Selectman Waddell.

VOTE: 4-0-0

Vice-Chairman Barnes: putting resident stickers in new spot, upper left hand corner; if someone has a problem based on their vehicle is there any other possible.

Town Manager Welch: not unless you change the ordinance.

Selectman Woolsey: what do you mean upper left; registration sticker.

Town Manager Welch: the registration sticker has been moved by the State to the lower left corner

Selectman Woolsey: I just had it registered in December and they put it at the top.

Town Manager Welch: they put it in the wrong place.

Selectman Waddell: they can switch it.

Vice-Chairman Barnes: if you do not want to put it in the upper left corner; violation.

Town Manager Welch: you are subject to a fine; will not be able to use the transfer station.

Selectman Woolsey: would like to have an appointment on our schedule to discuss with manager and Town Council with the appointment of a Code Enforcement Officer; not Planning Board’s Responsibility; we should consider sitting down for a serious discussion. Asking that Chief Ayotte be invited into one of our meetings to talk about the turn out gear; they deserve the best protection they can get. Request that we as a board consider a joint meeting with the
5. Management Agreement with Conservation Commission for the land at 230 Exeter Rd

Town Manager Welch: made up draft agreement which has been run by the Conservation Commission; they would like to make a change dealing with the harvesting of timber on the property; once harvested if there is income from that, would like placed in the Conservation Fund.

Selectman Woolsey: would like a print of the agreement to see configuration.

Selectman Waddell MOTIONED to APPROVE the Management Agreement with Conservation Commission for the land at 230 Exeter Rd SECONDED by Selectman Woolsey.

VOTE: 4-0-0

6. Designation of “Fire Lane & Tow Zone” on Right of Way at 518 Ocean Blvd to 514 Ocean Blvd Vehicle and Traffic §805-41.

Town Manager Welch: had conversation about tow zones; right of way runs past the front into the back; should be a fire lane

Selectman Woolsey: it will be posted.

Town Manager Welch: yes

Selectman Barnes MOTIONED to APPROVE the Designation of “Fire Lane & Tow Zone” on Right of Way at 518 Ocean Blvd to 514 Ocean Blvd Vehicle and Traffic §805-41 SECONDED by Selectman Woolsey.

VOTE: 4-0-0

7. Designation of “No Parking either side & Tow Zone” Huckleberry Lane from Ocean Blvd to Bayberry Lane Vehicle and Traffic §805-20.

Town Manager Welch: called to our attention that there a quite a few cars parking on Huckleberry; asphalt has deteriorated; stop parking; have to replace roadway; discourage people from parking.

Selectman Barnes MOTIONED to APPROVE the Designation of “No Parking either side & Tow Zone” Huckleberry Lane from Ocean Blvd to Bayberry Lane Vehicle and Traffic §805-20 SECONDED by Selectman Woolsey.

VOTE: 4-0-0

8. Changes to Vehicle and Traffic §805-9.1 Hampton residential parking lots (5) (e) & (f)

Town Manager Welch: would like to withhold and send back to the drawing board; have additional information; bring back a revision of the revision.

Chairman Bridle: will we see that next week. Town Manager Welch: yes.

Town Manager Welch: we had a request from the Regional Economic Development Center, which is located in Exeter; we are not in their 2019 plan as we had not submitted anything; we were asked to submit; trying to get something done on Winnacunnet Road for the schools; submitted a request of $2,500,000 to rebuild Winnacunnet Road from Route 1 down to the